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Higher manganese silicide HMS (MnSi2-
x) exhibits relatively high thermoelectric
(TE) performance with the dimension-less
figure-of-merit ZT = S2T/rho/kappa ˜0.7
around 800 K, where S, rho, kappa and
T are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical re-
sistivity, thermal conductivity and absolute
temperature, respectively. Due to the natu-
ral abundance of constituent elements and
high-temperature oxidation resistance, the
compound is regarded as a potential p-type
TE material. However, detailed structure
of the compound has not been revealed due
to the incommensurate superstructure. In
this study, the crystal structure of HMS
has been determined by means of the (3+1)-
dimensional superspace group approach.
Neutron powder diffraction (ND) measure-
ment was carried out by means of HER-
MES diffractometer. Structural parameters
have been refined with a superspace group
of I41/amd(00gamma)00ss using the Ri-
etveld refinement program JANA2000 de-
signed for modulated structure analyses.

The compound can be regarded as a com-
posite crystal which consists of tetragonal
[Mn] and [Si] subsystems, with an irra-
tional c-axis ratio (misfit parameter) g =
c Mn/c Si˜ 1.74. The structure formula can
be expressed as [Mn][Si]g. On the basis of
the adopted superspace group, the modu-
lated structure has been satisfactorily de-
termined, by considering up to 4th order
modulation amplitudes. A significant in-
plane rotational modulation has been re-
vealed in the ”chimney”-[Si] subsystem,
while the positional modulation in the
”ladder”-[Mn] subsystem is less marked.

Fig.1 shows the Mn-Mn and Mn-Si in-
teratomic distances plotted against an in-
ternal coordinate t’. In the present com-

pound, t’ is defined as -gx3 + x4˜ -1.74x3
+ x4. The coordinates x3 and x4 respec-
tively correspond to the z coordinate in
the [Mn] and [Si] subsystems. The mod-
ulation in Mn-Mn distances is relatively
small, ranging from 2.913(9) angstrom to
3.062(15) angstrom. Reflecting the large
in-plane modulation of Si atoms, the Mn-
Si distances are significantly modulated,
from 2.255(12) angstrom to more than 5
angstrom. Such a large modulation would
be an origin of the observed low lattice
thermal conductivity.
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